1. Introduction. The Kurosch-Ore theorem 1 asserts that if an element of a modular lattice has two decompositions into irreducibles, then each irreducible of one decomposition may be replaced by a suitably chosen irreducible from the other decomposition. It follows that the number of irreducibles in the two decompositions is the same.
The purpose of the present note is to study the manner in which the irreducibles of two decompositions can replace one another. Now from the Kurosch-Ore theorem it is not even clear that each irreducible of one decomposition is suitable for replacing some irreducible of the other decomposition. However, this follows from the following precise theorem : THEOREM 
Along the same line of ideas, the following theorem on simultaneous replacement is also proved. On the other hand, an example is given which shows that, in general, it is impossible to renumber the q's in such a way that simultaneously qi may replace ql and ql replace q%.
As the principal tool in the investigation we introduce the concept of a superdivisor r of an element a. r has the fundamental property that its crosscut with any proper divisor of a is never equal to a. The superdivisors of a are closed under crosscut and indeed form a dual-ideal r a which properly divides a.
A surprising by-product of the investigation is the fact that in a modular lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition, r« can be used to prove the existence of covering ideals. Thus, in this case, the customary use of transfinite induction can be avoided.
Properties of superdivisors.
Let M denote a modular lattice of elements a, b, c, --• . a^b will denote ordinary lattice inclusion while aZ)b will denote proper inclusion. We recall that an element q of M is (crosscut) irreducible if q -xC\y implies either q=x or q=y.
The following lemmas give the basic properties of superdivisors.
LEMMA 1. If r is a superdivisor of a and s'Dr i then s is a superdivisor of a.
For sf^x = a implies rf~\x = a implies x = a. LEMMA 
If r and s are superdivisors of a, then rC\s is a superdivisor of a.
For (rC\s)r\x = a implies rC\(sr\x)~a implies sC\x=a implies x = a. 
superdivisor of a by Lemma 4. Hence rT\(q k \J(r'r\Q k ))-r"
is a superdivisor of a by Lemma 2. But then aQf "^{Zft+i^ ' ' * ^3» contrary to the maximal property of k. Thus k>i and the conclusion of the lemma follows.
3. Decomposition theory. The application of superdivisors to decomposition problems rests on the following lemma :
be a reduced decomposition ofa. Then q% may be replaced by an irreducible divisor q of a if and only if qQ.r(~\Qi is false for every superdivisor r of a.
Let us suppose that q can replace qi. Then a~qC\Qi. Hence if q!2.rC\Qi for some superdivisor r, then rr^Qi = rr^qr\Qi = rr\a = a and Qi = a which is impossible. Thus q"2rC\Qi fails for every superdivisor r. Conversely suppose q'Q.rC^Qi holds for no superdivisors r. Then 
Now the possible sets of replacements of h } l 2l h respectively are (h t ht h)t (ht ht h)t an d (^6, ht h)> But h, h, h is a possible set of replacements only for (ht ht h)t (ht ht h), and (h, ht h)'
Hence it is not possible in this case to renumber the irreducibles in such a way that corresponding irreducibles can replace one another.
Existence of covering ideals.
It is well known that the lattice of dual-ideals of a lattice M contains M as the sublattice of principal ideals. 3 Hence if a is a dual-ideal, by a^a we shall mean cO(a) where
